COMPLETE DESIRE CONTRACT RIDER
Presenter agrees to the following provisions:
1. Presenter must have place of engagement open and accessible to COMPLETE DESIRE and crew
members, with staging in place no less than six (6) hours prior to starting time or the designated finish setup
time (if applicable) specified in contract. Failure to do so may result in a delay in the starting time of the
performance.
2. Presenter must have adequate parking to accommodate one (1) 25-foot bus connected to one (1) 23-foot
trailer. (Parking at the loading area is preferred and appreciated).
3. If it’s impossible or difficult for COMPLETE DESIRE’S stage crew to ROLL band gear between stage
area and loading area (i.e. Sand, Gravel, Soggy ground, Stairs, Uneven pavement…etc.), Presenter must have
at least two insured stage hands (movers) present to move band gear between stage area and loading area
(both at load-in and load-out).
4. Presenter must provide a STURDY, level stage that is at least 24 ft. wide, 16 ft. deep, 1 ft. in height for
maximum performance. If a horn section is used the stage must be at least 30 ft. wide, 16 ft. deep, 1 ft. in
height for maximum performance. A smaller or no stage will be considered. COMPLETE DESIRE reserves
the right to occupy whatever floor space adjacent to the stage as they deem necessary.
5. COMPLETE DESIRE requires six (6) 110-volt electrical outlets each on separate 20-amp CIRCUITS.
220-volt range and dryer outlets can be used.
6. Presenter must provide at least one (1) private dressing room (lockable if possible) to accommodate
artists comfortably. The room should have a table, mirror, and nine (9) chairs, twelve (12) chairs if horn
section is used, and stocked with Ice, Cups, Bottled Water, Regular Sodas & Caffeine Free Diet Sodas to
accommodate a party of nine (9) (twelve (12) if horn section is used) thirsty humans at time of load-in. Other
beverages such as Gatorade, Powerade, Orange Juice and Pineapple Juice are also appreciated.
7. Presenter must provide one of the following: a large deli tray, chicken and biscuits, pizza, cheeseburgers
and fries, club sandwiches or cafeteria meal for nine (9) people (twelve (12) if horn section is used).
8.

Although certified, company and school checks are acceptable, CASH IS MOST PREFERRED.

9.
For public engagements, advertisement of the following types should be employed at least two (2)
weeks prior to the performance date: radio, poster, newspaper and marquee.
IF PRESENTER IS UNABLE TO PROVIDE ANY OF THE ABOVE, OR HAS QUESTIONS. PLEASE
CALL YOUR REPRESENTATIVE

The group leader, RODNEY EPPS (“FLASH”), will handle any problems, changes or other deviations from
the contract or rider at the performance site.
THANKS FOR YOUR COOPERATION.
WE’RE LOOKING FORWARD TO A SUCCESSFUL ENGAGEMENT.
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